spindle poles, and anaphase always occurs after the delay. Cyclin A mutants fail to delay metaphase-anaphase transition after irradiation and show an increased frequency of chromosome breakage in the subsequent anaphase.
Background
during metaphase, they fail to complete subsequent Damage to DNA leads to a variety of cellular responses stages of mitosis or to enter the next cell cycle [11] . These that include activation of the DNA repair machinery and data indicate the presence of additional arrest points durslowing of the cell division cycle, presumably to allow ing metazoan cell division, at least one of which must time for repair. Although most cells delay cell division in operate after metaphase [11] , although the exact transiresponse to damaged DNA, the exact nature of this delay tion(s) affected remains to be documented. In an analoand the mechanistic basis for it can differ among species.
gous manner, spindle defects are thought to arrest mitosis In fission yeast and cultured human cells, a common arrest primarily at the metaphase-anaphase transition, but a repoint occurs prior to the entry into mitosis [1] . Both the cent report documented an additional, novel arrest point inhibition of mitotic Cdk activity and subcellular sequesbetween prophase and metaphase [12] . tration of cyclins or Cdk activators contribute mechanistically to this delay [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Budding yeast, in contrast, do
To find out if metazoan mitotic progression may be regunot delay the entry into mitosis in the presence of damlated at more than one point in response to damaged aged DNA [1] . Instead, DNA damage delays the transition DNA, we examined the effect of DNA-damaging agents from metaphase to anaphase. This delay differs mechanison mitosis in Drosophila embryos. Drosophila embryogenetically from the G2/M delay because stabilization of an sis begins with nuclear division cycles that oscillate beanaphase inhibitor, Pds1p, and not inhibition of Cdk1, is tween S phase and mitosis and that lack gap phases [13] . responsible [7, 8] . There are several indications, however, These cycles are driven by maternally deposited gene that more than one step in metazoan mitosis may be products. Previous work showed that DNA damage in modulated in response to DNA damage. Human cells that these cycles does not delay the entry into mitosis. Instead, are unable to delay mitosis in the presence of damaged nuclei enter mitosis, chromosomes condense but fail to DNA enter mitosis but fail to complete it or cytokinesis [3, 9, 10] . Likewise, when human cells incur DNA damage congress properly on the metaphase plate, anaphase does not occur, and mitosis is aborted [14, 15] . Interphase nuwere observed in these mitoses ( Figure 1c ,d,g,h). We infer that irradiated and MMS-laden cells are unable to finish clei reform after abortion of mitosis but are eliminated and do not contribute to the somatic lineage. This reall repairs during premitotic delay but enter mitosis nonetheless. Such "adaptation" to checkpoint delay is well sponse has been proposed to be an embryonic equivalent of elimination of damaged cells via programmed cell death documented in yeast and human cells [20, 21] . [37] .
While other explanations are possible, we hypothesized that accumulation of metaphase figures reflects a delay After the 13 th embryonic division in Drosophila, cell cycle regulation shifts from maternal to embryonic control. Emin metaphase-anaphase transition following DNA damage. We tested this hypothesis directly in live studies. bryonic transcription replaces maternally supplied products, embryos cellularize and gastrulate, and a G2 phase For these, embryos carrying a histone-GFP construct [22] were irradiated, and the duration of mitotic phases was is added to subsequent division cycles [13] . We reported previously that, concurrent with the acquisition of G2/M measured by visualization of chromosomal dynamics (Figure 2) . We found that metaphase lengthened by about regulation, DNA damage delays the initiation of mitosis 14 (M14; [16] ). Similar to the cases of fission yeast and 3-fold after irradiation, while the duration of anaphase and telophase remained unchanged (Figures 2b and 3b ). vertebrate cells, this delay relies on inhibitory phosphorylation of Cdk1.
These data indicate a delay in metaphase-anaphase transition with little or no effect on the duration of subsequent We report here a close examination of mitoses that follow mitotic phases. Collectively, these data suggest that the the G2/M delay in irradiated embryos. We found that execution of mitosis in the presence of DNA defects metaphase-anaphase transition is delayed in these emdelays metaphase-anaphase transition. bryos and that this delay accompanies the failure to degrade a mitotic cyclin, Cyclin A. Experimental stabiliza-
Cyclin A is stabilized after irradiation
In Drosophila, as in other species, sequential degradation tion of Cyclin A blocks cells in metaphase in Drosophila [17, 18] . Therefore, inhibition of Cyclin A proteolysis of proteins is thought to drive mitotic progression [17] .
In Drosophila cellular embryos, Cyclin A degradation accan mechanistically account for the delay in metaphaseanaphase transition. In support of this idea, we found that companies metaphase-anaphase transition ( [17] ; Figure  3a ). Expression of a stable Cyclin A that lacks targeting Cyclin A mutants failed to prolong metaphase following irradiation.
sequences for proteolysis blocks chromosome separation and produces metaphase clusters [17, 18] . This indicates
Results
that stabilization of Cyclin A is sufficient to block meta-
Cells delay metaphase-anaphase transition following
phase-anaphase transition, and it suggests that proteolysis irradiation or in the presence of MMS of Cyclin A is necessary for this transition. In this regard, We reported previously that DNA damage, caused by Cyclin A is analogous to Pds1p and Cut2p of budding and X-rays or methyl methane sulfonate (MMS), delays the fission yeast, respectively [23, 24] . Unlike yeast anaphase initiation of mitosis in cellularized embryos of Drosophila inhibitors, however, the role of Cyclin A in chromosome [16] . At longer times after irradiation, cells recover and separation remains to be understood. In addition to Cyclin enter M14 ( [16] ; Figure 1 ). In these we found three kinds A, stabilization of the pimple gene product, PIM, can also of abnormalities, which we report here. In untreated eminhibit sister chromosome separation in Drosophila [25] . bryos, cells enter mitosis in stereotypical clusters called
The relationship between Cyclin A and PIM remains "mitotic domains" [13, 19] . Cells within a domain initiated unclear, but PIM may act to regulate sister chromosome mitosis within a few minutes of each other so that each separation in response to spindle damage. domain consisted of cells of various mitotic stages ( Figure  1a ). In embryos that were recovering from radiationTo discover if stabilization of Cyclin A is responsible for the observed metaphase delay, we examined Cyclin A induced delay of M14, mitotic domains were enriched in metaphase figures (Figure 1b ; quantified below). Morelevels in mitoses following irradiation. The disappearance of Cyclin A during metaphase is rapid enough that antiover, anaphase and telophase subsequently showed lagging chromosomes and chromosomal bridges, which are body staining can distinguish cells that contain Cyclin A from those that do not ( [17, 26, 27] ; e.g., Figure 3a ). In indicative of persistent DNA defects ( [16] ; Figure 1e,f; quantified below). We infer that premitotic delay was nonirradiated control embryos, two thirds of metaphase cells (66 Ϯ 11%; n ϭ 94 in eight embryos from three insufficient to repair all damages caused by irradiation (half-lethal dose of 570 rad used in all experiments kills different experiments) contained Cyclin A, while the remainder of metaphase cells and all anaphase and telophase about 50% of embryos; [16] phase-anaphase transition ( [17] ; schematized in Figure  and homozygous mutants die as embryos [26] [27] [28] . A maternal supply of Cyclin A from a heterozygous mother, 3b 1 ). If the timing of Cyclin A degradation occurred with normal kinetics and the prolongation of metaphase ochowever, is sufficient to allow homozygous mutant embryos to progress through interphase of embryonic cycle curred independently of this degradation in irradiated cells, we would expect Cyclin A to persist through only 16 and to arrest before mitosis 16. Thus, mitosis 15 is the last mitosis in homozygous Cyclin A mutant embryos. the first quarter of metaphase because metaphases are longer (schematized in Figure 3b 2 ). Accordingly, Cyclin Mitosis 15 occurs in Cyclin B mutants but not in double mutants of cyclins A and B, and these results suggest that A would be present in only about 25% of metaphase cells in an irradiated embryo. This is clearly not the case. In entry into this mitosis in Cyclin A mutants is being driven by Cyclin B and residual Cyclin A [28] . Therefore, mitosis irradiated embryos, we found that Cyclin A is present in 79 Ϯ 11% of metaphase cells (n ϭ 127 cells in seven 15 provides an ideal situation to test our hypothesisnamely, cells that can still enter mitosis but presumably embryos from three different experiments). We interpret this result to mean that Cyclin A persists through most have diminished amounts of Cyclin A. of a lengthened metaphase (schematized in Figure 3B 3 ). We infer from these data that Cyclin A remains stable
In order to determine whether Cyclin A mutant cells show during the delay in metaphase after irradiation. During a delay during metaphase of cell cycle 15 after irradiation, normal cell cycle progression, Cyclin B remains stable we first ensured that wild type-cells in cycle 15 do so. We through metaphase and is degraded during anaphase. Anchose to focus on the dorsal epidermis, which corresponds tibody staining showed this to be true for irradiated emclosely to domain 11 in M14 ( [13, 19] ; Figure 4a ). We bryos also (data not shown).
chose this region for practical reasons; it is easy to identify, and it comprises a large number of cells that lie relatively flat when embryos are mounted on slides. Quantification
Cyclin A mutants do not show increased metaphase figures after irradiation
of metaphase, anaphase, and telophase figures in M15 shows a relative increase in metaphase cells after irradiaIf Cyclin A stabilization were responsible for the delay in metaphase-anaphase transition, we would expect that tion ( Figure 4 and Table 1 ). These data are in good agreement with a 3-fold increase in metaphase duration, cells that lack Cyclin A would fail to show this response. In Drosophila, Cyclin A has an essential mitotic function, without an accompanying change in the duration of ana- phase and telophase, that was observed in live studies of tive to that of nonirradiated controls if we wanted to M14 (Figures 2 and 3 ).
achieve a comparable number of dorsal epidermal cells in mitosis (Materials and methods), even though both Importantly, the relative increase in metaphase figures is samples were from the same timed collection. This was not seen in homozygous Cyclin A mutant embryos that likely due to the presence of a premitosis delay in irradihave been irradiated (Table 1 ). The simplest explanation ated embryos [16] . Among irradiated embryos, the fraction for these data is that Cyclin A mutant cells are unable of dorsal epidermal cells that were in mitosis was comparato delay metaphase-anaphase transition after irradiation.
ble from embryo to embryo regardless of its genotype Interestingly, embryos that stained for a marker on the (supplementary material and data not shown). This sugbalancer chromosome (a 2:1 mixture of Cyclin A heterozygests that cells of Cyclin A homozygous mutants experigotes and wild type; see legend to Table 1) showed an enced a similar premitosis delay as did their heterozygous intermediate phenotype. Thus, the duration of metaphase and wild-type siblings. delay may correlate with Cyclin A gene dosage, although further work is required to strengthen this correlation.
In an attempt to quantify DNA damage that persists through mitosis, we quantified the fraction of anaphases In the above experiments, we found that the fixing of irradiated embryos needed to be delayed by 30 min relaand telophases that showed lagging and, presumably, bro- Figure 2b and is shown above the bars. Anaphase-plus-telophase duration is scored from the time of Figure 2a ) to when separated nuclei reach the All data were from mitoses in domains 1, 3, chromosome separation (asterisk in fully rounded state of the next interphase. or 5, anterior to the cephalic furrow.
ken chromosomes (e.g., arrowhead in Figure 1f ; see Table  of astral microtubules during M14 in irradiated embryos, although the extent of loss was variable from experiment 1 legend). In irradiated wild-type embryos, 16% of anaphases and telophases in M15 showed lagging chromoto experiment ( Figure 5b represents the worst cases). Interestingly, in M15 the difference in the abundance of somes (at LD 50 of 570R used in all our experiments), whereas this number increased to 25% in irradiated Cyclin astral microtubules in irradiated and control cells was less pronounced than in M14 (compare Figure 5e ,f to 5a,b). A homozygotes (Table 1 ). The increase in lagging chromosomes in Cyclin A mutants suggests that the delay in More importantly, the spindles in the irradiated wild type and in irradiated Cyclin A mutants were indistinguishable metaphase-anaphase transition, a delay that is absent in Cyclin A mutants, normally serves to reduce chromosome (compare Figure 5f with 5h) even though cells in the former, and not the latter, delayed metaphase-anaphase breakage in subsequent anaphase and telophase.
transition. We conclude that the loss of astral microtubules
Metaphase delay in cellular embryos differs in key aspects
may be one consequence of DNA damage but is insuffifrom how cleavage stage nuclei respond to DNA damage cient to prolong metaphase in cellular embryos. Previous work showed that DNA damage in precellular, cleavage stage embryos results in the failure of chromo-
Discussion
We describe here a novel regulatory point in metazoan somes to congress onto the metaphase plate, the failure to execute anaphase, and the subsequent abortion of mitosis mitosis that occurs in response to damaged DNA. In studies of fixed and live Drosophila embryos we found that [14, 15] . A recent study found that in such mitoses centrosomes lose components of the ␥-tubulin ring comionizing radiation and a DNA damaging drug cause a delay in metaphase-anaphase transition. This delay occurs in plex and that the resulting spindles are anastral and broadpoled [15] . Impaired centrosomes and anastral spindles addition to a delay in the entry into mitosis [16] , which remains the best characterized regulatory point for metawere proposed to cause the failure to align and segregate chromosomes after DNA damage in cleavage embryos.
zoan mitosis in response to DNA damage [1, 29] . Delaying the entry into mitosis requires the inhibition of mitotic The spindles we observed in irradiated cellularized embryos, in contrast, appeared focused, and ␥-tubulin rekinase Cdk1 [16] . We report here that, first, delaying metaphase-anaphase transition accompanies the stabilizamained at the poles (Figure 5b,c) . These observations suggest that centrosomes retain at least some organizing tion of Cyclin A and that, second, it does not occur in Cyclin A mutants. Stabilization of Cyclin A is sufficient to capability. These spindles also appeared to be functional; unlike what was observed in precellular embryos, chromoblock cells in metaphase in cellular embryos. We therefore suggest that the primary mechanism for the delay in metasomes in irradiated cellular embryos compacted on the metaphase plate just as well as did those in nonirradiated phase-anaphase transition after irradiation is the stabilization of a mitotic cyclin, and hence its associated Cdk1 controls, and anaphase occurred, albeit with a delay (Figures 2a and 5b) . We did, however, observe a diminishment activity. Thus, the ability to arrest the mitotic phase of a single cell cycle at two distinct points, before initiation [17, 18] . Thus, our proposal that stabilization of Cyclin A mediates a metaphase delay after irradiation is the simand during chromosome segregation, relies on mechanisms that have opposite effects on Cdk1 activity.
plest one that fits the data. Note also that the metaphase delay reported here is mechanistically distinct from the metaphase delay that occurs in response to spindle deIt is possible that stabilization of Cyclin A is a secondary fects. This is because Cyclin A is stable during the first consequence of a delay in metaphase rather than a cause response but unstable during the second. for it. We do not favor this possibility for two reasons. First, Cyclin A is unstable during a spindle checkpoint arrest in metaphase in both Drosophila and other systems
In budding yeast, the only other cell type known to delay metaphase-anaphase transition in response to DNA dam- [34, 35] . Thus, a delay in metaphase alone cannot delay Cyclin A proteolysis. Second, Cyclin A appears to be necage, this delay occurs by the stabilization of Pds1p [7, 8, 30 , 31]. Thus, the stabilization of molecules that normally essary for the metaphase delay after irradiation (this work) and to be sufficient for a metaphase delay in general inhibit metaphase-anaphase transition appears to be a re- * This large standard deviation is consistent with the wide range of metaphase duration observed in live studies (Figure 2b ). Here the data ranged from 1.25 to 4.40. † Both Cyclin A heterozygotes (cycA Ϫ /CyO) and their siblings that carry only the balancer (CyO/CyO) would have shown ␤-galactosidase staining and could not be distinguished in these experiments. However, the former should outnumber the latter by 2-fold. Additionally, because the histochemical deposit quenched immunofluorescence, we examined embryos with weaker ␤-galactosidase staining, which were likely to be heterozygotes with a single copy of CyO. Therefore, we believe this particular sample to be biased toward heterozygotes.
‡ Lagging chromosomes are defined as those that are physically detached from the main pair of separating chromatin masses. To clearly discern the detachment it was necessary to visualize PH3-stained chromosomes through a 100ϫ objective lens. We chose to count lagging chromosomes rather than chromosome bridges because the former is a clear indicator of chromosomal breakage whereas the latter may reflect ongoing attempt at resolution that may or may not result in breakage later. WT ϭ wild type, n ϭ the number of cells counted. For each data point cells from 9 to 13 embryos, from three separate experiments, were counted.
sponse to damaged DNA that is in common between steps [25]. Second, our observation of chromosome bridDrosophila and budding yeast. In addition to the delay in ges indicates that spindles can segregate unresolved sister metaphase-anaphase transition, budding yeast can also chromosomes, although not always to completion. Third, delay the exit from mitosis (i.e., the progression beyond irradiated cells of Cyclin A mutants failed to delay metaanaphase) in response to DNA damage [8, 31] . Recent phase-anaphase transition even though these cells predata suggest the existence of a similar delay in human sumably suffered as much DNA damage as wild-type cells [11] . Our finding that the combined length of anacontrols that were irradiated simultaneously. Thus, damphase and telophase remained unchanged after irradiation aged DNA alone cannot prolong metaphase. Any delay (Figure 3b) , despite the presence of DNA defects through in chromosome segregation, therefore, is more likely to be these phases (Figure 1e -h and Table 1 ), suggests that due to regulatory control rather than to physical hindrance. these phases are not affected by irradiation in Drosophila cellularized embryos under our experimental conditions.
The delay in metaphase-anaphase transition in cellular embryos that we report here might seem similar to the failure in chromosome segregation seen in response to In S. cerevisiae, stabilization of Pds1p inhibits the proteolydamaged DNA in precellular-stage embryos [15] . Imporsis of B-type cyclins by APC and thereby ensures that tant phenomenological and mechanistic differences, howexit from mitosis and cytokinesis are prevented during a ever, distinguish these responses. First, in precellular emdelay in metaphase. We noted above that Cyclin B, which bryos that initiate mitosis in the presence of damaged normally becomes degraded after metaphase-anaphase DNA, chromosomes fail to compact and reach a recogniztransition [17] , persists during prolonged metaphases that follow irradiation (data not shown). Thus, DNA damage in able metaphase configuration, mitosis is aborted, and inDrosophila may also lead to stabilization of B-type cyclins terphase is resumed without an intervening anaphase. In during the delay in metaphase, much like in budding the irradiated cellular embryos that we observed here, yeast. What role Cyclin A plays, if any, in the stabilization chromosomes clearly condensed and compacted onto of Cyclin B after DNA damage remains to be examined. metaphase plates, and anaphase always followed; in live analyses we never observed an abortion of mitosis under our experimental conditions. Second, irradiation in precelIt is formally possible that the delay in metaphase-analular embryos results in the loss of ␥-tubulin ring compophase transition is simply due to a direct physical hinnents from the centrosome and the loss of astral microtudrance to chromosome separation imposed by aberrant bules. These have been proposed to account for the failure DNA structures. We do not favor this explanation for to compact and segregate chromosomes in precellular emthree reasons. First, aberrant DNA structures cannot easbryos. In contrast, in irradiated cellular embryos ␥-tubulin ily account for the observed inhibition of cyclin proteoremains at the spindle poles, and the spindles appear lysis. In addition, in Drosophila pim mutants sister chrofunctional. Although we did observe a diminishment of mosomes do not separate, but mitotic progression is astral microtubules, it is unclear what role this plays in otherwise normal. This indicates that a hindrance to chromosome separation alone cannot modulate other mitotic prolonging metaphase (see above). Instead, our data iden- A summary of how mitosis is regulated in response to DNA damage in early Drosophila embryos. Data from this and previous work are summarized [15, 16] . See text for details.
to promote successful anaphase because cells that cannot delay metaphase-anaphase transition are more likely to show lagging chromosomes in anaphase.
We suggest that the above-described differences seen in cleavage and cellular embryos reflect a developmental change in how chromosome segregation is regulated in response to DNA damage in Drosophila (summarized in Figure 6 ). Prior to cellularization, nuclei share a common cytoplasm. The loss of a few nuclei at these stages may be of little consequence to the embryo. In addition, nuclear division cycles are extremely rapid (approximately 10 min per cycle; [13] ). Speed, rather than fidelity, may be the Note also that stabilization of an anaphase inhibitor may loss). Importantly, we see little difference between the wild-type and be an unsuitable mechanism for precellular embryos in Cyclin A mutants.
which nuclei share a common cytoplasm; stabilization of molecules near one nucleus may affect its neighbors.
tify the stabilization of Cyclin A as a likely mechanism The finding that cells that can delay metaphase-anaphase for the metaphase delay in cellular embryos. Finally, the transition after irradiation show a lower incidence of chrodelay in chromosome segregation in precellular embryos mosome breakage in anaphase suggests that repair mechaseems to target these nuclei for elimination. In cellular nisms operate during cell division. Although there is no direct evidence for this in mitosis, there is precedence for embryos, on the other hand, prolonging metaphase seems [16] . All transgenic stocks are homozygous for the transgene insert. The
DNA repair on condensed chromosomes, namely during
Cyclin A C8LR1 used in this work is a complete-loss-of-function allele [28] .
meiotic crossing over.
It results in lethality when homozygous and is carried over a CyO balancer that contains the Ubx-LacZ transgene.
In a previous report, a Drosophila checkpoint activity encoded by grapes (a homolog of Chk1) was shown to medi-
Irradiation and heatshock
For fixed studies, embryos were collected for 2 hr on grape agar plates ate the degradation of Cyclin A during cleavage cycles at 25ЊC and aged for 2 hr to reach cycle 14. In some experiments
[38]. Here we find that DNA damage stabilizes Cyclin embryos were collected for 3 hr and aged for 1 hr. In such broad
A. These results appear to be contradictory, but only if collections of embryos, those in cycle 14 were identified by morphogegrp is also mediating the metaphase delay we see here, a netic markers such as germ-band extension, which is not influenced by irradiation [16] . Embryos were irradiated at 2.2 rad/sec in a TORpossibility we are currently addressing. It is worth noting, tial cycles do not require grp [15] . is first observed in cellular cycles, prior to which abortion and allowed to recover for 2 hr at 25ЊC before fixing.
of mitosis occurs in response to damaged DNA [14, 15; For analyses in cycle 15, embryos were collected for 40 min and aged such as the onset of embryonic transcription. As noted above, arrest points during cell division, in addition to Understanding the whole range of cellular responses to such that oil-covered embryos were otherwise exposed to air. Timelapsed pictures were taken with a 100ϫ objective lens on a Leica DMR checkpoint activation, we hope, will help us to design scope and a Sensicam CCD camera. Exposures of 20 ms were made better treatments for diseases that result from a lack of at the lowest illumination setting. The exposures were initiated manually at checkpoint proteins such as ATM and p53. 
Conclusions
Our observations indicate that DNA damage delays meta- we observe may normally serve to preserve chromosomal 1:100; monoclonal anti-␣-tubulin (Sigma), 1:100; affinity-purified rabbit polyclonal anti-␥-tubulin (Sigma), 1:200; affinity-purified rabbit polyintegrity during anaphase because cells that are unable clonal anti-phospho-histone H3 (Upstate Biotechnologies), 1:1000.
to effect this delay exhibit a higher incidence of chromoRabbit polyclonal anti-␤-Gal antibody (5prime-3prime Inc.) was preabsomal breakage. We believe this to be the first report of sorbed against embryos at 1:10 dilution prior to its use at a final dilution of metaphase-anaphase transition being delayed in response 1:250. Staining primary antibodies with FITC-or rhodamine-conjugated secondary antibodies (Jackson) diluted at 1:500 allowed for their detecto DNA damage in a metazoan cell cycle.
tion. Anti-␤-Gal antibody was detected with an HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (Amersham) used at 1:200 dilution followed by histochemi-
Materials and methods
cal staining. Embryos were also stained with 10 ug/ml bizbenzimide
Fly stocks
(Hoechst33258) in PBT for 10 min to allow visualization of DNA. Fly stocks that carry GFP-histone transgenes [22] and heat-inducible transgenes for stable versions of Drosophila cyclins A and B [17, 18] Quantification of mitotic phases and lagging chromosomes have been described before. Stable versions of cyclins lack the N-termini
To count metaphase, anaphase, and telophase figures, we photographed that target the proteins for ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis. The stock carrying stable Cyclin A also contained a heat-inducible Cdk1 transgene embryos through a 40ϫ objective lens on a Leica DMR microscrope by 
